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THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
There has been much speculation concerning the many factors that 
may influence the moral development of children. This speculation has 
ranged from stage theories of development (Piaget, 1948; Kohlberg, 1958) 
to modeling theories of social learning (Bandura and McDonald, 1963) 
and has carried with it the concern of parents and moral educators, 
especially in light of the widespread notion of moral decay. 
First proposed by Baldwin (1906) and expanded by Piaget (1948), the 
theory that moral ,development proceeds according to a preset order, or 
stages, has gained considerable popular support (Kohlberg, 1958; Turiel, 
1966). Similar to the stage theory of moral development are the stage 
theories of other aspects of child development, such as cognitive and 
physical development, popularized by Piaget (1954), Erikson (1950), and 
Gesell and Ilg (1943). The basic assumption of .such theories is that -
Ewth and development proceed in orderly, pre di ctab 1 e progress i o~~J 
Likewise, children, according to the stage theory of moral development, 
can be expected to progress in their moral development by predictable 
stages. Kohlberg (1971) used the term 11 cognitive-developmental 11 to refer 
to a set of assumptions he has posited with regard to moral development 
and referred to its 11 cognitive11 and 11 affective11 coniponents.@be~ 
use of this term indicated the influence of the stage theories of cogni-
tive development on the stage theory of moral development. 
1 
Modeling theory, or social learning theory (Bandura and Walters, ........_ __ ., ____ ---.."""'-.......: ..... -~ 
1963), stated that moral judgments are in fact learned by observing 
others make moral judgments. One aspect of the theory is that these 
judgments can be altered by employing appropriate combinations of 
-....,,.,, .. -..... ' .,...,,.. ~ ,.__ ' -
, ... _,_ -··--··· ,,. --····· 
reward~nd punishment for acquiring the moral judgment of the person 
acting as the model. Considerable.research has been done concerning 
the influence that models have on behavior in many realms, including 
aggression (Bandura, Ross, and Ross, 1963). The underlying basis for 
all research in modeling theory is that behavior can be altered by 
•;-.- ···>P<':'·-<'"'1':;..J,,,.,,..,.,,...r·;,">~~·"'4'"'""1<,\ .• ,,,._,,.,,_,.._,...,.. .c.-·r ... " ~ - :\.<• ~ -~•'(.!. ·"-"·'~-..... • .'C- ... '·' ··-" ·-f.>.~"~-'0· '<. . • • •. :;~~·-~_.; -~---· .,_., .' "':.;: ·' . ,;'..· ·-;; :.;_> ,.:·~·A"'(' " •,,· -:-.·~· •/ '.;' .... ~···1~< ~"';.:~<..··~:·~'"'' .. , ,-... : •' ~-.. ~,,,..;t••'~··.,. 
2 
.2~~~~,~y,i_D,~.--"~. 112o~e1_.,,e~t12s$.r~.!Df.~rc:~.~ .. ,.tR.P§.i.J.tv~J~--.w:.: .. ,ri~,g3t~iY:~1YJ"Jg,t~,, 
.~~b,~.Y_tP.t: .. 9.~-~ txe.~;, .9X.",:t.tu~~,.Ql?~,~I"'l.~I·.~''·'" Making the acquisition of the behav-
ior even more likely (or unlikely, depending on which is preferred) is 
the procedure of reinforcing the observer for matching the behavior of 
the model. In moral development, therefore, research has shown that 
children will alter their moral judgments when positively reinforced 
~. ~'\<'O,-.C ,.~, • '<""·~ <-•~ ~'" '''"" • ;:···~·,•\">- .,~ ·• ;..•.,...'.\";o'>1.J'f~"".;q..ori.c...,,,,...,.j>!''~~~-""-~.;~,._,_,..9/~ .. ~~,,,.~~~-~"'""'fJ'!~"'<."".!!"''l;".,.'~"V"1'"'14"T'••""''"'""";f't•+f-I,:.,-)'~/'.;,",,'\. •""t- c"•" -'•·'' 
for matching the moral judgments of a model who expresses a moral judg-____ ...._ _ ...... ._ ___ ~_..,_,_._......,_.,,...._ .... ~~ ......... , ... .,..~.._. __ "'-'..,.~ .. ~, .... --,-~....._...,_,.,..., __ .... -.. -;".-.,,' ~ 
ment characteristic of that in a higher or lower 11 stage11 (Bandura and 
....,~~·~'W"''"'"l'•"""":J••'_,-~,_·'·'. ·'"'·"I"~••"'- I,'·" '•~'"'"1'<''<"•',.;.i;..>l>.,,.,..~, .... ~J<>~"'""'·"•h'.("11"C".:h ,4""·"''''°"·'"-"""'''.'~•- .... ~ .... ,1,,-...,.~N" ,', ~,., >"'•·•'>· ·~-.,. -:.<~"'*"''"'•""*~'~'-"'"'loji;;> .. j!>'\!l' 
McDonald, 1963). 
The primary difference between the theory of stage development and 
the theory of social learning is that the latter casts doubt on the 
major premise of the former. Modeling th~on has .~.tat,~tb.a.t...mc.r..a.L .. --~ 
.~ op'!!.~n!.~2-~~ .!2_ot,~p..r.2.~e.ad...ur:d.v.e.r-s.aJ.l.}!,J!££Qrdi ~g~ stages , ~-ut rather~-·· 
~ordi ng to a more ~()!9P-]i~st~c;!,_§.~!.'tgs_ . .of_~-~~].~.}ll.1~~.~~~!!-~t~. 
-----....... - .. __... .• ,..._.~ ··~· ,.~. ·~~ .... ---~ •M·-·• .,,,., '°'.> < 
Four-year-olds, according to stage theory (Piaget, 1948), perceive 
authority as absolute and immutable and make their moral judgments in 
accordance with such perceptions. Social learning theory, on the other 
hand, states that a child makes his moral judgments in terms of 
experience with what he has learned from interacting with others. 
The ~f the present study was to investigate some aspect~ 
the moral development issue by using the megjurn...,Qt.~tor~!~JJing. Com-- ,,. .. _...~.~-·-... ~···.....,_. .... ..,_ . 
3 
rponents of both theories, that is, components that are related to the 
; moral-judgmental level or type of stage theory (Kohlberg, 1958) and the 
\ 
\ reinforcement of social learning theory (Bandura and McDonald, 1963) 
\. 
WfeOL.Us..ed .. _ta._c.Q.lls.:trMct ... hlJ2ot~~S~§ . to .~es.t.J:b§ IJ.9--tur~ of children .'.s 
w;efe.r.&·r.:1.c,es."'.o,.f...,o~di ent and. disobedient story characters. Addi ti ona l 
·~~~'-'¥-·-~·(litl~~~~~~~ ..... ~ 
information concerning the nature of these responses could be helpful 
in demonstrating that children's moral development may be influenced by 
aspects of both major theories. The aim of the present study was to 
~.~ ..... ,~,.-...,.......;.-o;.~o;...,:;..........,,,.,.,.~;.\r.,~~,.;,,;.>l~,,,,..,..._,,.," .,....,,....,..,,,.,._, ,.,..._.,,,..,,._.,,W!""'~'"h.,, ,.~ '"'"·'~•'k.i.,_>;'"""""'.,,_~,.,;.<.i.,.~ 
d.etlJDLls.t.r.a..te-tb.a.t.,..ALth.o.ug.b-b,as,,is_,~!f.,~~~~.,.~~-~U,.~.~ .. ~,J:~g£!l,~.D1~L 
~! ... ~~~ . .,~-t~-R~....!.h eqr.x._.a.mL.th.~.2..Ct£i~.L.!~.r.n i.~g- ·~-.~~ra ~~.~~ l o.~~:_r:; 
Cl!~ . i!l ... f act_somel~!.L.2.!l~Lz~.~ry!! ·.· to;.JDf l u;~.:.:. .. :~2.~ ?~~~· s .. P.refer~n~ 
of...s_to.r,v-cb~~il-0 .... ~~~<!Le.,..r1£..Li!JL<L,~j!e~~:~;e. 
Need for the Study 
Some applications of th .. e principles underlying Kohlbe.rg's develop-
mental approach to moral deve l opme.rit. have been made with regard to 
assessing the moral reasoning of students in public education (Porter 
and Taylor, 1974; Kohlberg, 1966). Acceptance by religious education 
of these principles and applications has also become more widespread 
(Sholl, 1971). The presel')t study, although not a replication of 
Kohl berg 1 s work, ~as needed_tQ .ex9mj..o,e .. fr9,tn, a dj.f fer~nt perspective 
some of the components of Kohlberg'~ stages of development that underlie 
--............_._.~.,.,. 111 • • ~ u l~-1~ 'Ill ~tllo • J .• U .. li'll•hilll:~l1lll.._•J11!'1Qft,~~·;¥•MlllJilllll!MIM~WCti~..nfM;~.l!'l< .. ~~,,_._~.,~"""~""~,_,.iA>~~~~ 
1~.~ .. ~EEl1..£~.llrul..,,,~R, .P.~J?Jj£.,~llSL!.~!J..ili~~~S.il!..~.~./ Furthermore, few 
studies involving the social-learning concepts of reward and punishment 
4 
configurations have been done in studies related to moral development 
(Kohlberg, 1963). The results of the present study may shed more light 
on the influence that reward and punishment have on children's prefer-
ences of obedient and disobedient story characters. The present study 
sought to exqrnj De., .... ~iome 9L~t.b~~9l!l.P~O.ll-eJ:its._g.f".t.h.e 
,,.~'·'i•'"'··:~!/.{•J';,,,,.., ';"•i'·"'""';,. ,,,,.,,. 
s_ta9e and the social l earni.n~. ~~"~B~~es or ... ~,9X:~J..,£~.Y.~J9.8ill~r! .. !. That is' 
the design of the present experiment incorporated aspects of both 
theories in examining children's moral choices. The social learning 
concept of sanction was used in the rewards and punishments given; the 
........ ..._·-·~·£--·····--~vi 
stage concept of the level of moral development was used in the types 
,.,,_,_.,._, ·-··•,.- ... "'··· ...... ·~~ • ..:..-. ,,, __ ,.,.-,,- ,,,,,..,.,-," ',.....,....,_,""'°1'<'•~1." 
of responses given by the subjects. This was useful for two reasons: 
1) it sought to reconcile some of the differences between the two 
theories, and 2) it sought to verify other moral development experiments 
such as the one done by Kohlberg (1963). Much discussion has been given 
to Kohlberg 1s work and the present study was done hoping to gain more 
information regarding studies done by him, particularly the 1963 study. 
In light of widespread concern for moral development, considering 
especially the notion of moral decay, the present study was useful for 
educators, church leaders, and parents alike, since all are concerned 
about contributing to the positive moral development of children. 
Objective and Design of the Present Study 
The objective of the present study \1-~S to i)J.'l~§~ttgate the nature 
~-,-"""'"'" ,_ . ·····•""''"''''''-_.•,_;,c.:.,;,;"~-··,,,..,r,.,·~-;Jtr~'r,.;:l.i'ill;,.»O\'«,~Alllt 
oL£!1iJ-9.r~.rt~-~~-Jin~.mr.~JJ.ceS, ... of.,,.c.hq,nl9.t§.C§, .. ,i.Q ,s,"t_qrie..~}:',!!~, .. J?IQ.!.~,,,.~.~~.-~.~.1 .. ~~~­
around obedience or disobedience to simple moral limits. The stories 
------··--·-.. ··-· ·--·-"'-'-·'·''"'"'"-- .... ' • '" > > •• ' ' '"''" _ .. , .. _.,,,,_,_~·-'>» > -- .... ~, .. - ....... ~ •• ,.~, 






Obedience was rewarded 
Disobedience was rewarded 
Obedience was rewarded 
Disobedience was punished 
Obedience was punished 
Disobedience was rewarded 
Obedience was punished 
Disobedience was punished 
The design was similar to that of Kohlberg {1963) and reflected 
some aspects of it. It differed from the Kohlberg study in that the 
concept of 11 preference 11 of characters in situations involving simple 
-'"'""'~-·•-''" ,., ~·"" _,,_, ·,~ •... ;<,. -.."'~ ·'.' '•·,: ,,~·:.·c .. •'.<••';<J'~J:"'~·-··•·'' ;·· "' ''•·'""~"~'!"'!\•"'"-··•· ·~ • ., .. • •,,_,,. • .. c·..-.-~ .. ok .• ..,,,,..~ 
moral limits was ll~~.~ .. !"~~h~r. .. Jb,9n,.'..1mo.r~J ~,jJ,H;tgmen.t-1,1 JI'! '!JOra l ~]l e~mas. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses of the present study were used to examine these 
·~ ( L·"d, f·'f'.,, • ,_ general questions: 11 .Q.Q,~.,~,~-,,th..e. ~w..,ay,,_,r.e.Jtl_a;rds .. ,,aJ:Jd.,.puni~bm.~n.t_~,r~--9.JY .. ~~-~ 
o~~n~ -"~~? .. ~; ~.Qe.~.91~nts:b.9t9.£.t~r:?....J . .nfly~.n~-~-,,~~i ~h ,._s"h,~r,a_~~e~. ~~ .. ~}~.~!! 
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prefe,r~? 11 and 11 Does the way rewards and punishment are given to obedient ! ~~~ di s obed1 en t ch a rac ters i nfl uence ch il dre n to be mo re 1 i ke 1 y to pre-
'1 
I fer an obedient character in one situation over an obedient character 
i 
! 
l in another situation? 11 In order to expand our knowledge of children 1s 
moral development, the following hypotheses were ex~mined: 
d. Children prefer an obedient character who is rewarded rather 
than a disobedient character who is rewarded. i i. . '.: 
2. Children prefer an obedient character who is rewarded rather 
than a disobedient character who is punished. 
3. Children prefer an obedient character who is punished rather 
than a disobedient character who is rewarded. 
4. Children prefer an obedient character who is punished rather 
6 
than a disobedient character who is punished. 
5. Children prefer an obedient character in Situation A rather 
I \.~ ::1c·· . ri than an obedient character in Si tu a ti on B. ~::,;,.,..i;.:t ~t ·-.~P- 'OJ'I, · .. 
6. Children prefer an obedient character in Situation A rather 
than an obedient character in Situation C. 
7. Children prefer an obedient character in Situation A rather 
than an obedient character in Situation D. 
8. Children prefer an obedient character in Situation B rather 
than an obedient character in Situation C. 
9. Children prefer an obedient character in Situation B rather 
than an obedient character in Situation D. 
10. Children prefer an obedient character in Situation C rather 
than an obedient character in Situation D. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Stage Theory of Moral Development 
According to Piaget's developmental theory (1948), a child passes 
through successive stages of moral judgment, each stage characterized 
by its particular mode of organizing the social and moral order. Piaget 
described the initial stage of the child's moral development as 11 heter-
onomous,11 or the morality of constraint. This moral realism, according 
to Piaget, .gradually gives way to a more relativistic view as the child 
acquires the cognitiv.e capacities to discriminate social from physical 
reality. 
Johnson (1962) summarized several of the concepts that are central 
to an understanding of Piaget's theory of moral development. These 
included: 
a) immanent justice--the belief in the existence of automatic 
punishments which emanate from things themselves, b) moral 
realism--a belief that acts should be judged in terms of the 
consequences, not on the basis of the motive behind the act, 
c) the belief that punishment ~hould be retributive versus 
the belief that punishment should be restitutive, d) accept-
ance or rejection of the idea that the more severe punishment 
is more efficacious, and e) choice of co 11 ecti ve or of i ndi -
vidual responsibility for punishable acts (p. 327). 
Piaget (1948) outlined three major forces as interacting to pro-
duce developmental change in moral judgment. 11 We have three processes 
to consider: the spontaneous and unconscious egocentrism belonging to 
the individual as such, adult constraint, and cooperation 11 (p. 184). 
7 
8 
Piaget1s theory holds that younger children accept the concepts of 
immanent justice and moral realism. In addition, his theory maintains 
that young children believe that retribution should be the primary 
basis for punishment and believe in the efficacy of severe punishment. 
Older children, according to Piaget, reject the concepts of immanent 
justice and moral realism and believe that less severe, restitutive 
punishments are more appropriate. 
Kohlberg {1958) did an extensive study on Piagetian concepts of 
moral development and arrived at his own stages or schema of develop-
mental stages. This study, the first of a series of studies and theo-
retical papers by Kohlberg {1971), opened up the field of moral develop-
ment to investigation in terms of cognitive development. Important 
aspects of Kohlberg 1s stages of moral development were summarized as 
follows: 
I. Preconventional Level 
At this level the child is responsive to cultural rules and 
labels of good and bad, right or ·wrong, but interprets these 
labels in terms of either the physical or hedonistic conse-
quences of action {punishment, reward, or exchange of favors) 
or in terms of the physical power of those who enunciate the 
rules and labels. The level is comprised of the following 
two stages . 
. Stage 1. Punishment and obedience orientation. The physi- · 
cal consequences of action determine its goodness or bad-
ness regardless of the human meaning or value of these 
consequences. 
Stage 2. Instrumental relativistic orientation. Right 
action consists of that which instrumentally satisfies 
one's own needs and occasionally the'needs of others. 
II. Conventional Level 
At this level, maintaining the expectations of the indi-
vidual1s family, group, or nation is perceived as valuable in 
its own right, regardless of immediate and obvious consequen-
ces. This level comprises the following two stages. 
Stage 3. Interpersonal concordance, or •good boy--nice 
girl' orientation. Good behavior is that which pleases 
or helps others and is approved by them. One earns 
approval by being 1 nice. 1 
Stage 4. 'Law and Order' orientation. There is orien-
tation toward authority, fixed rules, and the mainten-
ance of the social order. Right behavior consists of 
doing one's duty, showing respect for authority, and 
maintaining the given social order for its own sake. 
III. Post-Conventional, Autonomous, or Principled Level 
At this level there is a clear effort to define moral 
values and principles that have validity and application 
apart from the authority of the groups or persons holding 
these principles and apart from the i ndi vi dual' s own i denti-
fi cation with these groups. 
Stage 5. Social-contract, legalistic orientation. Gen-
erally, this stage has utilitarian overtones.· Right 
action tends to be defined in terms of ge_neral individual 
rights and in terms of standards that have been critically 
examined and agreed upon by the whole society. 
Stage 6. Universal ethical-principle orientation. Right 
is defined by the decision of conscience in accord with 
self-chosen ethical principles appealing to logical compre-
. hensiveness, universality, and consistency (Kohl berg, 1971, 
pp. 86-88). 
Kohlberg (1971) defined moral judgment as 11 ••• judgments about 
the right and the good of action. Not all judgments of 1 good 1 or 
1 right 1 are moral judgments" (p. 56). He defined the stage concept of 
moral development as follows: 
1. Stages imply invariant sequence. 
2. Stages define 'structured wholes,' total ways of thinking, 
not attitudes towards particular situations. 
3. A stage concept implies universality of sequence under vary-
ing cultural conditions (p. 36). . 
Kohlberg (1971) identified two universal moral concepts, values, 
or principles: 
1. Almost all individuals in all cultures use the same basic 
moral conception principles. 
2. All individuals in all cultures go through the same order 
9 
or sequence of gross stages of development, although varying 
in rate and terminal point of development (p. 41). 
10 
Kohlberg (1971) outlined the two basic assumptions of his develop-
mental theory of moral development: 
1. · Moral development has a cognitive core. 
2.· Moral development has an interactional origin, i.e., a 
stimulation of the child's restructuring of his experience 
(p. 43). 
Kohlberg (1966) identified two portions of moral character: a) the 
ability to make genuinely moral judgments, and b) the ability to apply 
these judgmental capacities to the actual guidance and criticism of 
action (p. 25). 
With regard to the transition from one stage of moral development 
to the next,.Kohlberg (1971) stated that 
.•. movement to the next stage involves internal cognitive 
reorganization rather than the mere addition of more diffi-
cult content from the outside. Passive exposure to the next 
stage of thinking is probably neither a necessary nor a suffi-
cient condition for upward movement. Even where the contact 
is presumably intense, as in the family, passive exposure 
does not directly account for a child's stage. One reason 
why exposure is not a sufficient condition for upward move-
ment is because a child at a given stage does not necessarily 
comprehend message~ at the next stage up (p. 49). 
Sholl (1971) offered several points of criticism of Kohlberg's 
stage theory of moral development, namely, the basic problem of account-
ing for moral inspiration and transfonnation in his scheme •. 11 Perhaps 
the most serious problem area is the gradualism implicit in any evolu-
tionary system. From a theoretical perspective, at least, it seems that 
the possibility of radical conversion from one stage of development to 
a higher level ••• is impossible according to Kohlberg 11 (p. 371). 
Sholl was referring to radical or revolutionary moral transformation to 
a level several stages beyond the present stage. 
Concerning inspiration, Sholl (1971) said that 11 We would want 
Kohlberg to account for a motivating dynamic that he has so far over-
looked. In Christian terms this dynamic can be called spiritual, 
based on faith revelation 11 (p. 371). Sholl suggested that spiritual 
love and faith, noncognitive elements of education, may account for 
some explanation in moral judgment and development. 
11 
One main difference between Piaget and Kohlberg's positions is 
that Piaget assumed that there was a 11 heteronomous respect 11 for adult 
authority that served to explain moral judgments of children from four 
to eight years old. Kohlberg, on the other hand, maintained that 
children make moral judgments based on a hedonistic view of right and 
wrong. Kohlberg (1963) attempted to gain more information on this 
issue by testing 96 children, aged 4, 5, and 7 with stories in which 
obedience to a rule was followed by punishment, and other stories in 
which disobedience to a rule was followed by a reward. Kohlberg con-
cluded that 
..• the 4-year-olds defined the story act as good or bad 
according to the reward or punishment rather than according 
to the rule or adult command. The older children showed con-
siderable conflict, some of the 7-year-o l ds defining right 
and wrong in terms of the rule and showing concern about the 
'injustice' of punishing good and rewarding evil. These 
older children, however, still explained the rightness or 
wrongness of the act in relation to sanctions, but took a 
long-range or probabilistic view of this relation. Dis-
ob'edience might have been rewarded in that situation, the 
children said, but in general it would still lead to punish-
ment. 
These results, while not consistent with Piaget 1 s 
assumption, should not be used to conclude that the moral 
decisions of 4- and 5-year-olds are based on crafty hedonism. 
Only as children reach a level of cognitive development at 
which the meaning of moral conception can be differentiated 
from punishment can they attain either a definite hedonism or 
a degree of disinterested respect for authority (p. 22). 
12 
Turiel (1966) exposed children to moral judgments at several 
levels and found that only children exposed to those judgments one 
level above their own showed any appreciable acquisition of them. The 
children exposed to judgments one level below their own showed some 
acquisition but not nearly as much as those exposed one level above. 
While children were able to understand moralizing that is talking down 
beneath their level, they did not seem to accept it nearly as much as 
if it was comprehensible but somewhat above their level. 
Rest, Turiel, and Kohlberg (1969) attempted to replicate Turiel's 
(1966) study by examining some of the developmental factors that might 
explain Turiel 1s results. These authors summarized their basic find-
i ngs: 
1, Children prefer concepts that are above their predominant 
stage (whether one or two stages up). 
2. Children find thinking two stages above their own more 
difficult to comprehend than thinking one stage above, and 
thinking one stage above more difficult than thinking one 
stage below, and accordingly. 
3. Children assimilate thinking that is directly above their 
own stage more readily than thinking that is either one stage 
below or two stages above their own (p. 237). 
Rest, Turiel, and Kohlberg (1969) concluded their study by stating 
that 11 0 , , the last finding substantiates Turiel 1s (1966) findings and 
supports Kohlberg 1 s contention (1963) that his developmental stages 
form an invariant sequence 11 (p. 237). 
Application of the Developmental Conception 
of Moral Development to Moral Education 
Based on the indications of recent research, it has seemed possible 
to stimulate the development of moral character in the school (Kohlberg, 
1966). Such practice makes it necessary to examine the underlying 
bases for the application in order to accomplish it as accurately as 
possible. 
Kohlberg (1971), in discussing moral education in the schools, 
made the following statement: 
The child will listen to .. what the teacher says about 
moral matters only if the child first feels a genuine sense 
of uncertainty about the right answer to the situation in 
question. The pat little stories in school readers in which 
virtue always triumphs or in which everyone is really nice 
are unlikely to have any value in the stimulation of moral 
development. Only the presentation of genuine and difficult 
moral conflicts can have this effect (p. 73). 
With regard to teachers' roles in the curriculum of traditional 
moral education, Kohlberg (1971) further stated the following: 
The term 1 hidden curriculum' refers to the fact that 
teachers and schools are engaged in moral education with-
out explicitly and philosophically discussing or formulating 
its goals and methods. Engaging in moral education without 
thinking about its goals and methods seems as dubious as 
it would be in intellectual education (pp. 29, 30). 
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Kohlberg (1966) proposed that the stimulation of the development of 
the individual child's moral judgment and character should be the goal 
of moral education, rather than administrative convenience or satisfying 
state-defined values. Commenting on this goal, Kohlberg (1966) made the 
fo 11 owing statement: 
The attractiveness of defining the goal of moral educa-
tion as the stimulation of development rather than as teach-
ing fixed virtues is that it means aiding the child to take 
the next step in a direction toward which he is already 
tending, rather than imposing an alien pattern on him (p. 19). 
Kohlberg (1971) identified as the sign of the child's moral matur-
ity 11 his ability to make moral judgments and formulate moral 
principles of his own, rather than his ability to conform to moral 
judgments of the adults around him 11 (p. 20). Kohlberg (1966) summarized 
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his discussion of the relationship between moral education and school 
by putting forth these implications of the developmental conception of 
moral education: 
1. That the teacher achieve clarity as to the aspects of 
moral development he should encourage in children of a given 
developmental level and as to appropriate methods of moral 
communication with these children. 
2, That the teacher listen carefully to the child in moral 
communications. 
3. That the teacher become concerned about the child's 
moral judgments rather than about the conformity of the 
child's behavior or judgments to the teacher's own (p. 27), 
Blatt and Kohlberg (1971) applied the concept of stages in moral 
development to practical moral education. Their work can be summarized 
into two basic principles: a) arousal of genuine moral conflict, uncer-
tainty, and disagreement about genuinely problematic solutions (in con-
trast to conventional moral education which has stressed adult "right 
answers," and reinforcement of the belief that virtue always is 
rewarded); and b) the presentation of modes of thought one stage above 
the child's own (in contrast to conventional moral education which 
tends to shift between appeals to adult abstractions far above the 
child's level and appeals to punishment and prudence liable to rejec-
tion because they are below the child's level). 
Social Learning of Moral Judgments 
According to social learning theory (Bandura and Walters, 1963), a 
child's acquisition of adult moral standards is a gradual process of 
imitating the observable values and behavior of others. Better known 
as modeling theory, social learning theory has as its basis the concept 
that most learning occurs by the observation and imitation of models. 
This theory, while not entirely opposed to the stage theory of moral 
development, contains several points of difference with regard to how 
people, primarily children, acquire their moral judgments. 
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Bandura and McDonald (1963) performed an experiment designed to 
test the relative efficacy of social reinforcement and modeling pro-
cedures in modifying moral judgmental responses considered by Piaget to 
be at least partially age-specific. The authors found that social 
reinforcement and modeling procedures did in fact alter the judgments 
of the subjects, and concluded by stating that the results showed that: 
.•. subjective morality increases gradually with age, but 
fail to substantiate Piagees theory of demarcated sequential 
stages in moral development. Children at all age levels 
exhibited discriminative repertories of moral judgments in 
which both objective and subjective classes of responses 
exist concurrently (p. 280). 
Bandura and McDonald (1963) concluded by stating that 11 the utility 
of Piaget's stage theory of morality is further limited by the finding 
that children's judgmental responses are readily modifiable, particu-
larly through the utilization of adult modeling cues 11 (p. 280). 
Cowan, Langer, Heavenrich, and Nathanson (1969) attempted to 
replicate Bandura and McDonald's (1963) study in order to clarify their 
results and interpretations. They argued that Bandura and McDonald's 
interpretation of Piaget is open to question and that their data have 
little relevance to Piaget's position. 
Criticizing Bandura and McDonald's interpretations of the implica-
tions of Piaget 1s stage theory, Cowan et al. (1969) offered several 
arguments: 
1. Age Specific. Piaget has never argued that his stages are 
age specific ••. Bandura and McDonald's provision of a 
cross-sectional growth curve of average number of responses, 
in which the longitudinal discontinuities may cancel each 
other out, is simply not relevant either to Piaget's 
discussion of continuity and discontinuity in development 
(p. 263). 
2. Clear-cut Stages. Bandura and McDonald have construc-
ted a situation to elicit clear-cut responses, but Piaget 
specifi-cally disclaimed the idea that any given child will 
consistently perform only at one clear-cut stage (p. 263). 
3. Predeterminism. Both Piaget and Bandura and McDonald 
consider social interaction to be an important factor in 
the change from lower to higher levels. Piaget, then is 
not positing a predetermined developmental force in the 
sense of .a maturation theory like that of Gesell (p. 264). 
4. Necessary Sequence of Stages. The crucial question 
raised by Bandura and McDonald 1 s experiment is whetber they 
provide an adequate demonstration of a reversal in the 
•necessary sequence• of stages of moral development. 
Piaget, as well as social learning theory, would expect 
these children to change in either direction as a result 
of environmental pressure (p. 264). 
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Arguing against the theory of social learning with regard to moral 
development, Cowan et al. (1969) stated that 
One of the most cogent arguments against social imita-
tion as the prime variable in the learning of moral judg-
ments is the fact that lower-level judgments predominate at 
earlier ages. This predominance occurs in spite of the fact 
that adults presumably do not provide pervasive models of, 
or reinforcement for, lower-level responses. If it is to 
be argued that adults do in fact model and reinforce low-
level judgments, then it is difficult to explain the 
observed changes in level of moral judgment with age ... 
(p. 263). 
Cowan et al. (1969) contend that Bandura and McDonald 11 ••• have 
not always stated Piaget 1s position accurately and have not provided 
definitive procedures to assess stages or changes in stages of moral 
development11 {p. 264). The study by Cowan et al. (1969) was essentially 
a replication of the Bandura and McDonald study (1963). The authors 
generalized their results by stating that 
.•. the present results provide a great deal of support for 
Bandura and McDonald 1s contention that moral responses of 
children can be modified in either developmental direction 
by exposure to adult models (p. 272). 
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Cowan et al. (1969), after providing considerable criticism of 
Bandura and McDonald 1 s study, found results similar to theirs and con-
cluded that 11 the theoretical differences between social learning and 
Piaget 1s cognitive theory of moral development remain unresolved11 
{p. 273). 
Bandura (1969), in response to Cowan, discussed several of the 
relevant issues in order to clarify areas of misunderstanding. With 
regard to the nature of Piaget 1s developmental stages, Bandura (1969) 
maintained that Cowan et al. (1969) conveyed the impression of contra-
dictions that do not exist. He said that the original Bandura and 
McDonald study (1963) was referring to several general characteristics 
of stage theories, not necessarily Piaget 1s. 
Bandura (1969) also discussed the applicability of the Bandura and 
McDonald study (1963) to real life, stating that the Cowan et al. (1969) 
study was based on the inconsistent use of criteria for determining 
what stage the subjects were in. Bandura (1969) proceeded to point out 
several flaws in the experimental design, data, and statistical analysis 
of Cowan et al. (1969). 
With regard to the argument that social learning theory cannot 
account for the corresponding predominance of lower stages with lower 
ages, Bandura (1969) maintained that 
... parents generally behave in a discriminative manner so 
that under some circumstances they evaluate the reprehensi-
bility of action primarily in terms of their consequences, 
while under other conditions they may give priority to the 
offender 1s intentions, It is no surprise to find that parents 
are more inclined to take intentions into account in judging 
their children 1 s behavior as they advance in age ( p. 278). 
Bandura (1969) concluded his argumeflt by stating that 
Results of the two experiments under discussion 
consistently demonstrate that moral judgments are more 
variable both within and between individuals and more 
modifiable than Piaget's theory would lead one to expect. 
Furthermore, modeling influences, which receive no men-
tion in Piaget's account of the conditions regulating 
judgmental behavior, though they are operative in every-
day ·interactions, emerge as s i gni fi cant determinants 
(p. 279). 
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Le Furgy and Woloshin (1969) tested 24 morally realistic and 29 
morally relativistic 13-year-old· children in an attempt to specify the 
relationship of peer influence to immediate and long-term modifications 
of the subjects• styles of moral judgment. Using classical social 
influence procedures, the subjects were exposed to a series of moral 
dilemmas designed to tap various aspects of Piaget's (1948) autonomous 
and heteronomous stages of moral development. Children of both sexes 
and moral orientations evidenced significant yielding to peer influences 
in their responses to the dilemmas--the morally relativistic children 
showed a diminishing of these effects over 100 days, while morally 
realistic subjects showed immediate and long-term shifts in their judg-
mental styles. The results of this study documented the fact that 
adolescents of both sexes and moral orientations will respond to 11 • 
immediate, face-to-face peer pressures with dramatic shifts away from 
their initial orientation 11 (p. 107). The differential effectiveness of 
this influence tended to confirm Turiel's work (1966) who found that 
children were consistently more sus·ceptible to efforts designed to 
induce progressive rather than retrogressive change. 
The 1 i terature points up many differences that exist between the 
two major theories of moral development. Although basic differences do 
exist and remain as yet unresolved, it seems clear that both theories 




Subjects for this study consisted of 17 boys and 14 girls enrolled 
in three day care centers located in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and one 
located in Stillwater, Oklahoma, two communities of approximately the 
same population and composition. The average age of the subjects was 
j 
55.7 months, with the youngest subject being 44 months, and the oldest 
63 months. Letters were sent to six day care centers in Bartlesville 
explaining the project and requesting that the researcher be allowed to 
interview the children in each center (Appendix A). Of the six centers 
contacted, three directors consented, two did not consent, and one 
center had apparently gone out of business. The researcher originally 
intended to test children in Bartlesville only, but the small number of 
available children there prompted the researcher to seek additional sub-
jects. Thus, it was deemed appropriate to include children from the 
Stillwater center. Although close controls on socioeconomic status were 
not used, the subjects seemed to represent a variety of backgrounds. 
Instrument 
Description of the Instrument 
The hypotheses of the present study were tested by using an 
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instrument developed by the investigator. It is similar to the one 
- --..._,.,..,_ •• 09oio • ~· ~...._.., 
devised by Kohlberg (1963) in his study of the effect of rewards and 
punishment on children's moral choices. (Koh1b'~·;9-~]>1963)JJ.sed_an.expgri-
~ .......... _,. .... ""' .• -.H-· .-i-.'.''•~--~•>'"'<'' ,-••·' « 
mental design consisting of_obedient_~haracters being punished and dis-
...... .__..& .. ·-------·~,~···--··,.·--~·--·~~-~-· .. ,_,...,._._.,,_"_ .... ··-" '·- , ·- .-~ - ,, · .. -.... -u<,-,_,,- ., .• , ' -· ~' 
obedient c~-~~acte.rs being rewarded, .and v,ice versa. This scheme was 
adopted in the present instrument in addition to two situations in 
which both characters were either rewarded or punished. The present 
; ns trument s~n~:L~!.~ci-~2.f{lU~:~ori es --~1~b ... tw.Q.~g~b9.t9:£:t:.§!.r~----P~r. story? qne 
obedient, the other disobedJent. While Kohlberg (1963) used human 
.~· =--·~·<>«'·'-'···•·"··~· .. ~· _..,~.,.,.- _.,_ .... , ____ ,_,__ .,..,,_, __ .... ·,_ '.'\<•-
. -~· •'""''"'"· 
characters, it was decided to use (~~ima ])characters in the present 
.,,._ .,,, __ .,.,.~~JfJ_,~~.~~--llfW<.,.:,r<" 
1- ~s~~f¥ t~tlavoi d bi as by oqvi _ _ous . .s.ex ... role ste-re0t:Y-11>i-ng.. A tota 1 of (ten! 
~if'-- _,,,, ~. -
,,, .. 1· _ ,o.-~- ·animals (five pairs)--two dogs playing in the sandpile, two cats play-
~ t··V'). \ ~~'''"""'"""""~·~"--··"~·--~~·-··•"'·"''"'""'~-·~-,·.-... ,.,.,.,r .... ·-",.,_ .. _.,,,. __ .. "" .•.. ,,.,_..,_,,~.,,,.,"''""'~'·M• ,,..-_,.,,..;.,,....,. .,..,,,,,,~,--,,,,..,.,,.,,.,.,_...,,.,.,. .. , .. ., •. " 
ri-·t· ing with balls of string, two birds swimming, two mice painting, and 
...,_,,.,.,~,.._.~-·--·-~-•••iJ<_.;.,...,;o., ~- !•f'<•,-V'.'"'-'"~;.",• • ....,.,.-.,(_"<'""''...__ 
two rabbits eating candy--served as the characters for the entire 
instrument. Each story consisted of ~~illustraJ,iu11s. drawn by the .._. "·--·~~·-,,·-••'""' 
researcher 1 s wife. All the characters were used more than once.~. 
although the accompanying text was changed for each story. 
The text of the stories was recorded on a cassette tape and was 
..., ___ _,~ •• -~,,.-......... ,"' ..... ''"''" .... ~·-'•M>• .... ~· .... .,.... ,,,..;, .... _,,;., ..... - -~·· ,,-,,_- ... ~-"~"'"' .... ~ 
played to correspond with the illustrations of each story. The stories 
were written according to the following design: 
·A. \.ifo::£§ stories in which the obedient character was rewarded 
and the disobedient character was rewarded. 
B. Three stories in which the obedient character was rewarded 
and the disobedient character was punished. 
C. Three stories in which the obedient character was punished 
and the disobedient character was rewarded. 
D. Three stories in which the obedient character was punished 
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and the disobedient character was punished. 
By utilizing the five pairs of characters in sequence, pairs 1 and 
2 were used in three stories each, and pairs 3, 4, and 5 were used in 
0 two stories each, making a total of 12 stories. ,i9s;h subj.ec.i~~ 
L 74~~~' , t\~ · , "'· ~tlo..ci.es ..... Refer to Appendix B for the complete text of the stories. 
'--' \(1"· 1!1--· . • 
Each tape-recorded ·story consisted of the following basic format: 
1. Introduction. 
2. Boqy of the Story. The body of the story consisted of the 
appropriate text, as told by a male s~oryteller, the recorded voice of 
the interviewer. 
3. Preference Cue. The preference cue occurred after the ending 
of the body of the story and consisted of the following statement: 
11 Now, point to the picture of the kitty (puppy, rabbit, etc.) that you 
~}M _,,_~,~-"'·"•.>•o'~·"""'"' ••,••",...,,. .. ,~ ••'"O •' "'-<.• '• ..... ._~. , .• 
like the best. 11 
4. Justification. The interviewer then turned off the cassette 
player and asked the following question: 11 Why did you pick that one? 11 
~~·-1·.-.>'">'~;~,,·~.·t1~:~):;'.!,'<':::''.'"" •. '.:".·.:::.-.~;;:.-~:_-;::·:,::;!-'l~~~~,1--·~~ 
After the two responses were recorded, the procedure was repeated for 
the remaining stories. 
rJ-... \ To P!:~_vi de __ ~-°-~-~-~':!.~r.0J __ QX~~-~~9uentj~~!._11refer:g.rt~~--~~-~-~--~~X .... ~~~-~ 
~ occurred, the first-second position of the characters (in terms of which 
--"--·'-···-··- .. 
1t4as described first, the obedient or the disobedient) was ·interchanged 
• ..___.. ____ ~ .... .-........ _,, •• .,....,..,v.<< 
for each story,. i.e., the obedient character was mentioned and described 
..;;.;:;_,,, .. ,. .... ~-"-""' ____ ,_, ........... .,..; 
first in one story and second in the next story. T..ct .. P.X:QYi de some con-
.,,., ... ~-·~ -"" -.,, .. '• " , .. _.,, .. , ,~., .. ·. -
~f?~ ... ~.~~r. ... di rec.~io~~l .. P..~~.f~.r.~n.~e .. ~.n. ,,~h.op~i.!!l.E~~-~-~ .. ~!Ci~~-~-~!-~!~.: .... ~.=-~::,. 
right position of the characters (in terms of the obedient and disobe-
dient character) W(l~_interchanged with each successive story at the 
~---_..-,,,..,.,.,,,_.,,,. ...... ..,.,,,~., •• ..,.~-....,,-_,,,,.,i'\o<P•~AO_.,..,,,...,.;..,~h· '·'>'\...-:"":",;,...,.,_," , ., ,. "''"':•, ... ,,._·,~f-""···~·~· . .,. '"·•~·"· ~,.· .-. •<.·." 
point the subjects made their preference. 
(./\} 
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Each subject was scored for the responses he gave to the preference 
cue and the justification. If the subject preferred the obedient char-
acter in the first story, the interviewer placed a 11 check 11 in the 
corresponding square. ~e interviewer noted pertinent comments ... related 
to the subjects' jus tifi ca ti on responses or the "why" responsesJ A 
sample scoresheet may be examined in Appendix C. · 
Validity of the Instrument 
Several factors were included in the design of the instrument to 
make it as valid as possible for use with young children. 
1. In order to avoid character preference influenced by sex-role 
identification, animals with a minimum of sex-role stereotyping were 
used to depict the characters, rather than male or female children. 
2, In order to avoid character preference influenced by size, 
color,.or other physical characteristics, the p~irs of c:~.~racters were 
n depicted as nearly alike as possible. 
3, To obtain some indication of character preference due to extra-
neous variables, portions of the instrument showing the characters 
····~.,_· ' - ~· " "•· '""'"~-- .,,. -!'' . .., "'" ,, __ .,.,,_,.,.,.~,-· .. - ' > ' 
involved in th~.preljminery ?~~g~s .of".thE:! ~~Qti~§ (with no indication of 
·-···-· ' ' ' 
obeying or disobeying, and no s an ct ion) were administered to a test 
group of four four-year-old children. Preference was found to be dis-
- ..... *''' ~ _,._, ..... '"•. 
-~_ri~.u,tect evenly between pairs of characters. 
4, To obtain some indication of the validity of the instrument in 
terms of th~._appropri ateness of the characters, the rules stated, and 
the sanction given, the instrument was submitted to a panel of judges 
for objective evaluation. The panel consisted of the professors on the 
researcher's advisory committee, persons skilled in the areas of family 
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relations, child development and early childhood education. The judges 
were asked to make suggestions regarding the following aspects of the 
instrument: clarity of the instructions, interest to young children, 
relevance of the stories to the experimental design, appropriateness of 
the sanctions, rules, and the illustrations. The judges examined the 
/ 
instrument and suggested that{:olor be added to the illustrations for 
added appeal to children, that each subject be exposed to all the 
experimental treatments, and that the cassette recording be done in a 
continuous manner. The researcher incorporated these suggestions and 
the instrument was deemed adequate for testin~~ 
Re 1iabi1 i ty of the Instrument 
In order to establish a measure of reliability for the moral judg-
ment instrument, seven subjects were chosen from the original test 
~_,..,....,,..,~·&J:._,,..._"""""""-'_,............._~-.., • ...,,,,.,..,,.,,.,~.-'-"· .. ~·-""'~""~ .......... ...,.,,,.. ..... ~,,,,...,,,. ....... ,.."""'"-.,... ..... _~..,,.,..,,,...,,r<.'...,"-""'""'~, ..... 
grouE and were re-tested bY. the researcher on the instrument seven days 
--.....~ ....... ~----._4"•"""'~'1--.,.,, ... __ , ............... ~,,,.,..,._~ ... ~,,,_,.., .. ..........,,.._~, ......... ,,""'"' ____ ..._, ..... ,._.,...,. ,,~,,.._ ..... ~.,, .. ,~ ....... , ,,-,_~_,..,,..M~ ... O["'•""'·'~"'""'-""•',.,_. '"""" ,,.,,_~,,· . ..,., ... _, .. ,_._,-,.~, ......... .; ........... ~,,., .......... ,,..,.......,...._..,..,, 
after their initial test. The re-test sample included five boys and 
two girls. A Spearman rank correlation coefficient was calculated from 
the initial test scores and re-test scores in terms of the frequency of 
preference of obedient characters. A rho of .80, significant at the 
!'· 
.05 level of probability, was determined from the tests and re-tests. 
This correlation was judged to be significant and contributed to estab-
lishing the instrument as reliable. 
Administration of the Instrument ------ - -- -----
Prior to each interview, each interview, each subject was given a 
11 ticket11 with his name written on it which was meant to be his means of 
entering the 11 story-telling show. 11 The interviewer then accompanied 
each subject into an isolated interviewing area where the instrument 
was administered indivi~ually. A short period of time was used for 
establishing rapport between the interviewer and the subject before 
beginning. When the child was seated comfortably, he was asked if he 
had seen a 11 story-telling show 11 before. The interviewer then opened 
the book of illustrations to the first page which showed drawings of 
(,' 
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two rabbi ts, thereafter a 11 owing the subject to turn the pages at the 
appropriate times. At the end of the story, the interviewer turned off 
the cassette player and recorded the subject's preference of characters 
and the reason he chose the one he did. This procedure was repeated 
until all 12 stories of the instrument had been completed, which usually 
required a total of 12-15 minutes. Most children played a verbal and 
ii (Iii!, ... 
active role in responding to the stories. A few subjects, on the other 
hand, offered little more than pointing a finger at their favorite 
character. Most of the subjects seemed to enjoy the stories and fre-
quently would relate their own experiences in similar situations. 
Analysis of Data 
A binomial experiment consistently generates an 11 either-or 11 result 
in much the same way a tossed coin produces a 11 heads·tails 11 result. 
The present study was designed to produce such a distribution. That is, 
the subjects' preferences of characters were determined in an 11 either-
~:--... ····-M -· ., -., -• ... · ,,., '- · · ·-·,., . , .• ,. , ........ ~.-...- l" .,,,._-.-.• ,·. , . ..;,.¥N'i'"'" "'"•'1 ,.,~.""N .... -~,,,, ........ -,- ,_..,,, ····~,,._ ...... ·c., .•. ;c.~.,.,. · .l;"'0"'"'·'!..,.__.,,,_...,,~_. •• ,~ 'I';·•~;>'.'.~-.\~><'-'' ,,,,,.,..,,~ .......... -M!>H'•~·-.•••"""''"' - ~'"'I<~· _,,-~~_.,,..,.,_,. ~. '· •• 
or11 manner. 
~ ... ~ ...... , ...... . 
This distribution, while not satisfying the definitions of 
the parametric or nonparametric experiments usually performed in the 
behavioral sciences, did satisfy the conditions of a binomial distribu-
tion. These conditions were listed by Mendenhall and Reinmuth (1971) 
as follows: 
/ 
I 1. The experiment consists of.!!. identical trials. 
\ 2. Each trial results in one of two outcomes. 
I 3. The probability of 'success• on a single trial remains 
the same from trial to trial. 
4. The trials are independent. 
5. We are concerned about the number of •successes' 
observed during the n trials (p. 130)~ 
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Statistical analysis of a binomial experiment usually is done by 
means of the binomial test for equal probabilities, much the way in 
which a nonparametric experiment may be analyzed by means of the Chi 
square. There exist z formulas and z tables such that when a z value 
is calculated, the significance level may be determined in a way simi-
lar to that of Chi square, for example. This method was employed in 
the present study and the data were analyzed in three ways: 1) analysis 
of cumulative frequencies of 11 obedient 11 and 11 disobedient 11 character 
preferences within each group, using the binomial test, 2) analysis of 
cumulative frequencies of 11obedient 11 character preferences among each 
of the four test situations, also .using the binomial test, and 3) anal-
ysis and interpretation of the open-ended justification responses. The 
.01 level of significance was chosen as the level at which the hypothe-
ses would be either accepted or rejected. 
Hypotheses to be Examined 
The objective of the present study was to investigate the nature 
of children 1s preferences in moral dilemmas in stories with plots organ-
ized a round obedience or disobedience to s imp 1 e tnora 1 1 i mi ts. The 
stories were further complicated by organizing them around the following 
reward-punishment design: 
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Stories in Situation A Obedience was rewarded 
Disobedience was rewarded 
Stories in Situation B Obedience was rewarded 
Disobedience was punished 
Stories in Situation c Obedience was punished 
Disobedience was rewarded 
Stories in Situation D Obedience was punished 
Disobedience was punished 
Hypotheses 1-4 were examined to determine if the reward-punishment 
design was responsible for influencing which character children gener-
ally preferred in each situation--the obedient one or the disobedient 
one. 
Hypothesis l.: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters who are rewarded 
and disobedient characters who are rewarded. 
Hypothesis _£: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters who are rewarded 
and disobedient characters who are punished. 
Hypothesis l= There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency .of children's preferences of obedient characters who are punished 
and disobedient characters who are rewarded. 
Hypothesis _1: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters who are punished 
and disobedient characters who are punished. 
Hypotheses 5-10 were examined to determine if the reward-punishment 
design was responsible for influencing children to be more likely to 
prefer the obedient character in one situation over the obedient charac-
ter in another situation. For example, in Situation A, both characters 
were rewarded, while in Situation B, the obedient character was rewarded 
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and the disobedient character was punished. The hypothesis for this 
particular situation sought to determine which character children pre-
ferred more often--the obedient one in Situation A, or the obedient one 
in Situation B. The last six hypotheses were used to determine if 
children were more likely to prefer the obedient character in one situa-
tion over the obedient character in another situation. Six such com-
parisons were generated by comparing Situation A with B, C, and D; 
Situation B with C and D; and Situation C with D. For clarity in 
expressing the hypotheses, the terms 11Situation A, 11 11Situation B, 11 
11Situation C, 11 and 11 Situation D11 were used, relying on the outline given 
above for the reward-punishment scheme for each situation. 
Hypothesis§.: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation A 
and obedient characters in Situation B. 
Hypothesis §_: There is no s i gni fi cant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation A 
and obedient characters in Situation C. 
Hypothesis I= There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation A 
and obedient characters in Situation D. 
Hypothesis _!!: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation B 
and obedient characters in Situation C. 
Hypothesis ~: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation B 
and obedient characters in Situation D. 
Hypothesis 10: There is no significant difference between the 
frequency of children's preferences of obedient characters in 
Situation C and obedient characters in Situation D. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The present study was designed such that the data produced a 
binomial distribution, characterized by an 11 either-or11 result similar 
to flipping a coin. The three aspects of the analysis of data which 
utilized the binomial distribution were 1) analysis of the cumulativ~ 
frequencies of 11 obedi ent11 and 11 di sobedi ent11 character preferences within 
each group, using the binomial test (Hypotheses 1-4), 2) analysis of the 
cumulative frequencies of 11 obedi ent11 character preferences among each of 
the four test situations, using the binomial test also (Hypotheses 5-
10), and 3) analysis of the open-ended justification responses. Table I 
contains the total frequencies and percentages of preferences expressed 
according to the four reward-punishment situations. Table II reports 
the preferences expressed according to each of the 12 stories. 
Examination of Hypotheses 
The hypotheses of the present study were tested for significance 
by the use-of the binomial test for equal probabilities. A summary of 
the hypothesis testing can be found in Table III. 
Hypothesis l: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children 1 s preferences· of obedient characters who are rewarded 
and disobedient characters who are rewarded. A total of 73 responses 
(78.5%} preferring the obedient characters and 20 responses (21.5%) 
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TABLE.I 
TOTAL FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF 
PREFERENCES! OF CHARACTERS 
IN EACH SITUATION 
N = 31 
Configuration Freq. 
Situation A 
Obedience Rewarded 73 
Disobedience Rewarded 20 
Total 93 
Situation B 
Obedience Rewarded 83 
Disobedience Punished 10 
Total 93 
Situation C 
Obedience Punished 48 
Disobedience Rewarded 45 
Total 93 
Situation D 
Obedience Punished 82 
Disobedience Punished 11 
Total 93 




















PREFERENCESl FOR CHARACTERS IN EACH 
STORY BY FREQUENCY 
AND PERCENTAGE 
N = 31 
Obedient 
Situation f % 
Obedience Rewarded 
Disobedience Rewarded 
Story 1 26 83.9 
Story 2 23 74.2 
Story 3 24 77.4 
Obedience Rewarded 
Disobedience Punished 
Story 4 27 87.1 
Story 5 27 87.1 
Story 6 28 90.3 
Obedience Punished 
Disobedience Rewarded 
Story 7 14 45.2 
Story 8 15 48.4 
Story 9 19 61.3 
Obedience Punished 
Disobedience Punished 
Story 10 28 90.3 
Story 11 28 90.3 
Story 12 27 87.1 




























RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING UTILIZING 


























preferring the disobedient characters were recorded in the three 
Situation A stories. The difference between these two frequencies was 
determined to be significant at the .01 level, lending evidence for 
rejecting Hypothesis 1. 
Hypothesis£: There J2_ no significant difference between the.fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters who are rewarded 
and disobedient characters who are punished. A total of 83 responses 
(89.2%) favoring the obedient character and only 10 responses (10.7%} 
favoring the disobedient character were recorded in Situation B, the 
greatest difference in all four situations. This result was determined 
to be significantly different at the .01 level, lending support for 
rejecting Hypothesis 2. 
Hypothesis _1: There is no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters who are punished 
and disobedient characters who are re,warded. Situation C yielded 
results quite unlike those .in the other three situations. A total of 48 
responses (51.6%} preferring the obedient character were recorded, while 
45 responses (48.4%} were recorded preferring the disobedient character. 
Statistical analysis showed no significant difference between the fre-
quency of preference of obedient and disobedient characters. Evidence 
was not found to reject this null hypothesis. 
'<...;.,i~-'<"',..,i;,.,,~ ... :r..:-"""-'~-... t 
Hypothesis _!: There J2_ no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children 1 s preferences of obedient characters who ~ punished 
and disobedient characters who are punished. A total of 82 preferences 
(88.2%} for the obedient characters and only 11 preferences (11.8%} for 
the disobedient characters were expressed in Situation D. As in Hypoth-
esis 2, analysis showed a significant difference at the .01 level, 
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lending support to reject Hypothesis 4. 
Hypothesis .§_: There is no significant difference between the 
frequency of children's preferences of obedient characters i!!. Situa-
tion A and obedient characters in Situation B. Analysis of the results 
did not reveal a difference significant at the .01 level. Evidence 
suggested that Hypothesis 5 not be rejected. 
Hypothesis .§.: There .i?_ no si gni fi cant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation A 
and obedient characters in Situation £. A comparison of the frequency 
of preferences for obedience showed a difference significant at the .01 
level. Hypothesis 6 was rejected, also. 
Hypothesis z.: There .i?_ no significant difference between the fre- · 
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters i!!. Situation A 
and obedient characters in Situation Q_. Analysis of this hypothesis 
did not yield a difference significant at the .01 level. As in Hypothe-
sis 5, Hypothesis 7 was not rejected. 
Hypothesis~: There .i?_ no significant difference between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation~ 
and obedient characters .:!!!. Situation f_. Analysis showed that there was 
a significant difference between these preferences at the .01 level. 
This null hypothesis was al so rejected. 
Hypothesis 2_: There .i?_ no s i gni fi cant di fferehce between the fre-
quency of children's preferences of obedient characters in Situation~ 
and obedient characters in Situation D. Statistical analysis showed no 
significant difference between the results. Evidence was not found to 
reject Hypothesis 9. 
Hypothesis 1.Q.: There .i§_ no significant difference between the 
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freguency of children's preferences of obedient characters in 
Situation f. and obedient characters in_ Situation Q. A comparison of 
these results yielded a difference significant at the .01 level. Evi-
dence was found for rejecting this null hypothesis. 
Analysis of Justification Responses 
Most subjects commented on why they chose each character, although 
a few subjects were unwilling to venture a statement.· Open-ended ques-
tions are generally not easily analyzed, and the present study was no 
exceptiono However, responses could be organized into several cate-
gories: 
11 I just do. 11 
11 He did what him mommy told himo 11 
11 He didn 1 t get a spanking. 11 
11 He was niceo 11 
11 He di dn 1 t get .messy. 11 
11 He got a kiss. 11 
By far the most prevalent response was 11 He did what his mommy told 
him too 11 It was not uncommon for the subjects to express concern over 
the welfare of the obedient characters who received spankings. Subjects 
would frequently ask the question: 11 But why did he get a spanking? 11 
Summary of Results 
The hypotheses were examined using the binomial test and evidence 
was found to reje~t Hypotheses 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. Analysis of the 
justification showed several categories of responses ranging from 11 I 
just do 11 to the most frequent 11 He did what his mommy told him. 11 Many 




DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
Summary of Findings 
An instrument designed to assess moral judgment was developed by 
the investigator and was administered to 31 subjects in an effort to 
determine how rewards and punishment influence children's preferences 
of obedient and disobedient story characters. A total of ten hypotheses 
were presented and analyzed, the results providing evidence for a num-
ber of tentative conclusions among the children in the present sample. 
1. Children were more likely to prefer an obedient character who 
was rewarded, rather than a disobedient character who was rewarded. In 
this case, the rewards given apparently did not influence the children's 
choices. When both characters were rewarded, the children chose the 
obedient character. 
2. Children were more likely to prefer an obedient character who 
was rewarded, rather than a disobedient character who was punished. In 
this case, there was an increase of preference for the obedient charac-
ter, yielding the greatest difference in any of the four situations. 
Apparently, the punishment of the disobedient character deterred chil-
dren from choosing him as often. 
3. Children were just as likely to choose an obedient character 
who was punished as they were to choose a disobedient character who was 
rewarded. This conclusion was consistent with Kohlberg 1s (1963) results 
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who found that four-year-olds defined story acts as good or bad 
according to the reward or punishment, rather than according to the 
rule. In this particular situation, which was similar to Kohlberg 1s 
(1963), the sanction given did play a significant role in children's 
preferences of characters. As with Kohlberg, some children in the 
present study expressed concern over the injustice of punishing the 
good character, while other subjects were primarily concerned with the 
sanction. 
4. Children were more likely to prefer an obedient character who 
was punished, rather than a disobedient character who was punished. 
Even though the obedient characters were punished, the children pre-
ferred them by an overwhelming margin, perhaps because there was no 
other alternative acceptable to them. In any case• the children gener-. 
ally preferred the obedient character· in this situation. 
5. Children were just as likely to choose an obedient character 
in Situation A (Obedience rewarded, disobedience rewarded) as an obedi-
ent character in Situation B (Obedience rewarded, disobedience pun-
ished), In other words, whethe·r the disobedient character was· rewarded 
or punished, children preferred the obedient character, as long as he 
was rewarded, 
6, Children were more likely to choose an obedient character in 
Situation A (Obedience rewarded, disobedience rewarded) than an obedient 
character in Situation C (Obedience punished, disobedience rewarded). 
Two factors in Situation C may have influenced this conclusion: 1) the 
punishment of obedient characters, and 2) the reward of disobedient 
characters, Punishing good and rewarding bad might lead children into 
preferring bad characters. At least in this case, there was a 
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significant difference in how frequently children chose the obedient 
character. This finding, consistent with social learning theory 
(Bandura and Walters,.1963), has definite application in present moral 
education. 
7. Children were just as likely to prefer an obedient character 
in Situation A (Obedience rewarded, disobedience rewarded) as an obedi-
ent character in Situation D (Obedience punished, disobedience pun-
ished). Even though both characters in Situation D were punished, the 
subjects chose the obedient one just as frequently as the obedient 
characters in Situation A, where both were rewarded. 
8. Children were more likely to prefer an obedient character in 
Situation B (Obedience rewarded, disobedience punished) than an obedi-
ent character in Situation C (Obedience punished, disobedience rewarded). 
The sanctions given in each of these situations were exactly opposite, 
but the results, though different, were not exactly opposite. Punish-
ing the obedient character and rewarding the disobedient character was 
less of an influence than doing the opposite. The choice was about 50-
50 in Situation C, while in Situation B, the majority favored the obedi-
ent character. The sanctions in this, case provided a significant influ-
ence in the preferences of obedient characters. 
9. Children were just as likely to choose an obedient character 
in Situation B (Obedience rewarded, disobedience punished) as one in 
Situation D (Obedience punished, disobedience punished). In fact, the 
almost identical scores for these two situations might lead one to 
suspect that when disobedience is punished, children prefer obedience 
no matter what the sanction. This result lends credence to the old 
belief that swift punishment acted as an encouragement to be good. 
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10. Children were more likely to choose the obedient character in 
Situation D (Obedience punished, disobedience punished) than the one in 
Situation C (Obedience punished, disobedience rewarded). This result 
was also consistent with the previous result in that when disobedience 
was rewarded and obedience punished, significantly fewer children chose 
the obedient character than when both were punished. 
Generalizations 
Several generalizations were made with regard to the above find-
ings, keeping in mind the limited scope of the present study. 
1. Children consistently preferred the obedient characters rather 
than the disobedient characters, except in the case in which the obedi -
ent characters received punishment and the disobedient characters 
received rewards. This finding was consistent with both the stage-
developmental theory (Kohlberg, 1963) and the social-learning theory of 
moral development (Bandura and Walters, 1963). 
2. No matter which reward-punishment situation was used, children 
were just as likely to choose the obedient character in any one situa-
tion as in another except in Situation C (Obedience punished, disobedi-
ence rewarded). This situation proved to be unique among the four 
situations because of its equal distribution of children's preferences 
of characters. Significant differences were generated between this and 
the other situations, pointing up the unusual influence this particular 
reward-punishment situation had on children's preferences of characters. 
In general then, children usually preferred the obedient characters 
regardless of the reward or punishment given to each. This was true 
with the exception of the case in which the obedient character was 
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punished and the disobedient character rewarded. Considering the 
average age of the subjects, this was not an unusual finding and was 
consistent with Kohlberg's data (1963). However, one would probably 
expect older children to be more likely to prefer the obedient charac-
ters in all cases, as Kohlberg (1963) also found. Since older children 
are generally more highly developed morally, they would be less con-
cerned with sanction and more concerned with justice or intent 
(Kohlberg, 1963). 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The scope of the present study was limited, but it did use both 
social-learning concepts and stage-developmental concepts in the exper-
imental design. While many studies have been done regarding moral 
development in children, there have been few studies which have 
attempted to explore the influence of sanctions in children's choices 
of characters (Kohlberg, 1963). The purpose of the present study was, 
therefore, to examine these influences in light of children's prefer-
ences of obedient and disobedient characters in order that educators, 
parents, and church leaders might add to their knowledge of the moral 
development of children. 
Since the present study was limited in scope, several recommenda-
tions which would serve to improve and expand the experiment were in 
order: 
1. Re-examination of the instrument for reliability and validity. 
Although this was attempted in the present study, more rigorous methods 
would prove beneficial in establishing more certainly the instrument as 
both reliable and valid. 
2. Randomize the order of presentation of situations. 
3. Increase sample size. 
4. Test hypotheses in terms of age and sex of the subjects. 
5. Examine young children's understanding of justice and 
injustice. 
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6. Further examine young children's understanding of reward and 
punishment. Although the present study generated information regarding 
this question, other factors may influence a child's preference of a 
rewarded or punished character (e.g.: severity of punishment, which 
parent does the rewarding or punishing, the seriousness of the infrac-
tion, etc.). 
Several more general questions follow from those above and can be 
expressed in concern for moral education at large. 
1. 11 Do storybooks significantly influence children's moral orien-
tations? That is, are there applications in storybooks for influenc-
ing children's preferences of characters? Do some stories actually 
encourage children to model after the bad character? If so, what steps 
can parents or educators take to control these books without censorship 
or without limiting valuable educational experience? Do books actually 
encourage preference of bad characters, or do books simply reflect 
values and attitudes of society in general? 11 
2. 11 Does leniency in court proceedings encourage children to pre-
fer criminals? 11 It should be noted that in most cases of criminal acts, 
restitution is not made to the victim of the crime (negative), while 
the criminal in many cases is allowed to go free (positive). Although 
many differences exist and other factors enter in, this situation is 
very much similar to Situation C (Obedience punished, disobedience 
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rewarded) of the present study, the only situation in which children 
were just as likely to choose the disobedient characters as the obedi-
ent characters. Many leaders and laymen alike may be sensing such a 
trend in criminal matters and their concern may be fostering the 
return of capital punishment in many states and a widespread 11 get-tough 11 
attitude towards crime in general. In any case, further study is 
recommended before any conclusion can be made. 
Conclusions 
The findings of the present study offered several conclusions, 
namely that certain combinations of rewards and punishment can signifi-
cantly influence children's choices of story characters. It has also 
been shown that aspects of both moral development theories can in fact 
be seen in operation in the same experiment, something that has not 
generally been argued rir presented. Application of these findings, 
however, will be more difficult mainly because of the greater complexity 
of moral issues in the real world. It was urged that further studies 
be made to investigate in greater depth the issues of moral development 
in children and the implications for everyday life. 
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April 8, 1975 
Dear Director: 
I am writing you regarding possible ways you may be able to help 
me in a simple research project I am doing for my master's thesis. 
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My research project deals with the way four-year-old children make 
decisions about right and wrong. I have some children 1 s stories about 
characters who are either obedient or disobedient. I hope to get some 
idea which character children prefer. From the findings I hope to make 
suggestions with regard to how we can give better moral training to our 
children. 
The way the project goes is that I tell the stories to each child 
individually, which takes about 10 minutes per child. Then I record 
which character they chose as 11 liking best. 11 Children so far have been 
very enthusiastic. I would be glad to show you the stories if you have 
any questi ans. 
I am asking for your permission to come to your center and give 
the test to the children in your four-year-old group. Also, do you 
feel that it would be necessary to get the parents• permission? If so, 
I can write them a short letter requesting it. 
May I call you soon to discuss my project with you? Thank you 
very much for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 





Situation A Stories 
Story. No. 1 
e ~, O'nce upon a ti me, there were two 1itt1 e rabbi ts, Shorti e and 
"1n>('ll'\ ·· Rootie. One day, Mother Rabbit said, 11 Shortie and Rootie, would you 
1 i ke to eat some candy today?" 
11 0h' yes! II said Shorti e. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Rootie. 
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11 Very well , 11 said Mother Rabbit. 11 But please be very careful when 
you eat it and don't get any on your clothes or your face. Ok? 11 
So Shortie and Rootie began to eat their candy. Shortie was very 
careful and didn't get any candy on his clothes or face. Mother Rabbit 
gave him a big kiss. Then Rootie grabbed his candy with both hands and 
started rubbing it all over his face and clothes as he ate it. Mother 
Rabbit gave him a big kiss, too. 
Story No. 2 
Once upon a time, there were two little mice, Smokey and Squeakie. · 
One day, Mother Mouse said, "Smokey and Squeakie, would you like to 
paint today?" 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Smokey. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Squeakie. 
11 Very well , 11 said Mother Mouse. 11 But please be very careful and 
paint on the paper and don't get any paint on the wall or the floor or 
yourself. Ok? 11 
So Smokey and Squeakie started to paint. Smokey dipped the brush 
in the paint and painted the wall, the floor, and all over everything. 
Mother Mouse gave him a big kiss. Then Squeakie very carefully painted 
on the paper. Mother Mouse gave him a big kiss, too. 
Story No. 3 
Once upon a time, there were two puppies, Spot and Fido. One day, 
Mother Dog said, 11 Spot and Fido, how would you like to play in the sand 
today? 11 
"Oh, I would, 11 said Spot. 
11 So would I, 11 said Fido. 
11 Very well, 11 said Mother Dog. 11 But please be very careful and 
keep the sand all on the ground and don't get any in your hair. Ok? 11 
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So Spot and Fido started to play in the sandpile. Spot was very 
careful and kept the sand all on the ground and didn't get any in his 
hair~ Mother Dog gave him a big kiss. Then Fido filled his bucket 
full of sand and poured it all over himself. Mother Dog gave him a big 
kiss, too. 
Situation B Stories 
Story No. 4 
Once upon a time, there were two little birds, Squawkie and 
Chirpie. One day, Mother Bird said, 11 Squawkie and Chirpie, would you 
like to play in the water today? 11 
11 0h, yes!" said Squawkie. 
"Oh, yes!" said Chirpie. 
"Very well, 11 said Mother Bird. "Please be very careful, though, 
and play in the clean water and don't play in the dirty, muddy water. 
Ok? 11 
So Squawkie and Chirpie started to play in the water. 
hopped over to the dirty, muddy water and splashed right in 
Bird gave him a spanking. But Chirpie was very careful and 
the clean water. Mother Bird gave him a big kiss. 




Once upon a time, there were two kittens, Fluffy and Tabby. One 
day, Mother Cat said, "Fluffy and Tabby, would you like to play with 
the balls of string today? 11 
"Oh, yes! 11 said Fluffy. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Tabby. 
"Very well , 11 said Mother Cat. 11 Please be very careful, though, 
and keep the string all rolled up in a ball and don't unroll the 
string. 11 
So Fluffy and Tabby started to play with the balls of string. 
Fluffy was very careful and kept the ball of string all rolled up in 
a ball. Mother Cat gave him a big kiss. But Tabby grabbed a ball of 
string and started unrolling it until he had string all over himself. 
Mother Cat gave him a spanking. 
Story No. 6 
Once upon a time, there were two little rabbits, Shortie and 
Rootie. One day, Mother Rabbit said, 11 Shortie and Rootie, would you 
like to eat some candy today? 11 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Shortie. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Rootie. 
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11 Very well , 11 said Mother Rabbit. 11 But please be very careful when 
you eat it and don't get any on your clothes or your face. Ok? 11 
So Shortie and Rootie began to eat their candy. Shortie was very 
careful and didn't get any candy on his clothes or face. Mother Rabbit 
gave him a big kiss. Then Rootie grabbed his candy with both hands and 
started rubbing it all over his face and clothes as he ate it. But 
Mother Rabbit gave him a spanking. 
Situation C Stories 
Story No. 7 
Once upon a time, there were two little mice, Smokey and Squeakie. 
One day, Mother Mouse said, 11 Smokey and Squeakie, would you like to 
paint today? 11 
11 Oh, yes! 11 said Smokey. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Squeakie. 
11 Very well , 11 said Mother Mouse. 11 But please be· very careful and 
paint on the paper and don't get any paint on the wall, or the floor, 
or yourself. Ok? 11 
So Smokey and Squeakie started to paint. Smokey dipped the brush 
in the paint and painted the wall, the floor, and all over everything. 
Mother Mouse gave him a big kiss. Then Squeakie very carefully painted 
on the paper. Mother Mouse gave him a spanking. 
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· Story No. 8 
Once upon a time, there were two puppies, Spot and Fido. One day, 
Mother Dog said, 11 Spot and Fido, how would you like to play in the sand 
today? 11 
11 0h, I would! 11 said Sp~t. 
11 So would 1! 11 said Fido. 
11 Very well , 11 said Mother Dog. 11 But please be very careful and 
keep the sand all on the ground and don 1 t get any in your hair. Ok? 11 
So Spot and Fido started to play in the sandpile. Spot was very 
careful and kept the sand all on the ground and didn't get any in his 
hair. Mother Dog gave him a spanking. Then Fido filled his bucket 
with sand and poured it all over himself. Mother Dog gave him a big 
ki SS. 
Story No. 9 
Once upon a time, there were two little birds, Squawkie and 
Chirpie. One day, Mother Bird said, 11Squawkie and Chirpie, would you 
like to play in the water today? 11 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Squawkie. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Chirpie. 
11 Very well, 11 said Mother Bird. 11 Please be very careful, though, 
and play in the clean water and don 1 t play in the dirty, muddy water. 
Ok? 11 
So Squawkie and Chirpie started to play in the water. Squawkie 
hopped over to the dirty, muddy water ~nd splashed right in it. Mother 
Bird gave him a big kiss. But Chirpie was very careful and played in 
the clean water. Mother Bird gave him a spanking. 
Situation D Stories 
Story No. 10 
Once upon a time, there were two kittens, Fluffy and Tabby. One 
day, Mother Cat said, 11 Fluffy and Tabby, would you like to play with 
the balls of string today? 11 
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11 0h, yes! 11 said Fluffy. 
11 Qh, yes! II said Tabby. 
11 Very well, 11 said Mother Cat. 11 Please be very careful, though, and 
keep the string all rolled up in a ball and don't unroll the string. 11 
So Fluffy and Tabby started to play with the balls of string. 
Fluffy was very careful and kept the ball of string all rolled up in a 
ball. Mother Cat gave him a spanking. But Tabby grabbed a ball of 
string and started unrolling it until he had string all over himself. 
Mother Cat gave him a spanking, too. 
Story No. 11 
Once upon a time, there were two little rabbits, Shortie and 
Rootie. One day, Mother Rabbit said, 11 Shortie and Rootie, would you 
1 i ke to eat some candy today? 11 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Shortie. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Rootie. 
11 Very wel 1, II said Mother Rabbit. 11 But please be very careful when 
you. eat it and don't get any on your clothes or your face. Ok? 11 
So Shortie and Rootie began to eat their candy. Shortie was very 
careful and didn't get any candy on his clothes or face. Mother Rabbit 
gave him a spanking. Then Rootie grabbed his candy with both hands and 
started rubbing it all over his face and clothes as he ate it. Mother 
Rabbit gave him a spanking, too. 
Story No. 12 
Once upon a time, there were two little mice, Smokey and Squeakie. 
One day, Mother Mouse said, 11 Smokey and Squeakie, would you like to 
paint today?" 
11 0h' yes! II said Smokey. 
11 0h, yes! 11 said Squeakie. 
11 Very well , 11 said Mother Mouse. 11 But please be very careful and 
paint on the paper and don 1 t get any paint on the wa 11, or the floor, 
or yourself. Ok? 11 
So Smokey and Squeakie started to paint. Smokey dipped the brush 
in the paint and painted the wall, the floor, and all over everything. 
Mother Mouse gave him a spanking. Then Squeakie very carefully painted 





















MORAL JUDGMENT TEST 
Birthday __________ _ 
Initial Test ------------
Re-Test -----------------
If the subject chooses an obedient character, place a "check" 
on the line under "O" which corresponds to the story. If the 
subject chooses a disobedient character, place a "check" on 
the line under "DO" which corresponds to the story. The 
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